
The Schüpfen Stämpfli / Stempel
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Family 1540 - 1800

An ancestral narrative of eleventh great grandfather Leonhard Stämpfli (1548-1585),

Schupfen, Bern Switzerland to fourth great grandmother Maria Salome Stempel

(1760-), Weisenheim am Sand, Pfalz, Germany. UPDATED: 18 Nov 2022

Johann Balthasar

Stempel (1728-1795) was

baptized at Mußbach, one

of the nine wine villages
2

“on

the wine route” (an der

Weinstrasse).
3

The village

dates back 1,300 years. In

the middle of the village lies

the Herrenhof, (left) the

oldest wine estate in the Pfalz,
4

once belonging to the Order of St.

John.
5

It was named after an eight mile stream in the eastern

Palatinate Forest in the southern Rhineland-Palatinate region.

In Middle High German, the stream and the village were called

Muosbach, meaning something like swampy brook, because

natural streams meander and cause a high groundwater level.

From the 1680s to 1789, Germany comprised many small

territories which were parts of the Holy Roman Empire.
6

At the

village level though, life revolved around the land and family.

Most Germans lived in rural areas between the 17th and 19th

centuries. In the 18th century, statistics show that this was true for

about 80% of the population. Most farmers were not owners.

The land belonged to the wealthy and powerful, and the farmers

6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/18th-century_history_of_Germany
5 https://www.neustadt.eu/index.php?ModID=7&FID=2636.1676.2&object=tx%7C2636.1676.2
4 Pfalz, Pfälzer, or Pfälzisch are German words referring to Palatinate.
3 https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mu%C3%9Fbach_an_der_Weinstra%C3%9Fe
2 annexed by Neustadt an der Weinstrasse in 1969
1 Name spellings are rarely consistent. Here Stämpfli is the Swiss spelling and Stempel the German.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/18th-century_history_of_Germany
https://www.neustadt.eu/index.php?ModID=7&FID=2636.1676.2&object=tx%7C2636.1676.2
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mu%C3%9Fbach_an_der_Weinstra%C3%9Fe


were mere servants, and in many instances, serfs… After the

Thirty Years War (1618-1648) most had to work as day laborers

or seasonal workers and had to be very creative to make ends meet.

Many bought looms and made money by weaving.
7

The German

emancipation of the serfs came between 1770–1830.

Neustadt an der Weinstraße (on the wine route), at the center of the German wine trade

*****

The Origin Story: A stray notation (below) in a church book

from Seedorf, Bern (called a Rodel, plural Rödel)
8

states that at

some time between 1643 and 1644 Balthasar’s great, great,

grandfather Bendicht Stämpfli (1610-1648) and his wife,

Maria Löffel (1615-1648), moved from Seedorf, where they

had been living since 1631, to the Haardt, at Wachenheim an

der Weinstraße, Germany.
9

9 The village is now officially absorbed into Neustadt and under its governance.

8 “The Rödel are no longer in Seedorf. They are now centrally housed in the Bern State Archives,
Falkenplatz 4, CH 3012 Bern. With some certainty, with a systematic search there, essential connections
can still be researched in the Rödeln of the surrounding villages.

7 https://www.familysearch.org/en/blog/life-in-rural-germany-1600-1800

https://www.familysearch.org/en/blog/life-in-rural-germany-1600-1800


The Haart Mountain Range and vineyards

Bendicht’s parents and birthplace are not known for certain.

There are multiple Bendicht’s from a few different branches of

this large, established Bernese family, over generations, in

multiple villages. While there is a branch associated with Seedorf,

ours is only connected to it for a short period of about twelve

years. Based on a collection of contextual details this writer posits

that Bendicht’s birthplace is at Schüpfen, circa 1610.

Our Swiss ancestry was

unknown until recently.

Fortunately a good amount

of research has been done by

others, most notably Dr.

Peter Stempel. He found the

key piece of evidence

connecting the Swiss with



the German. Save for this note scribbled in 1644 our history may

likely never have been known to us. From this thinnest of threads

a family narrative is woven.

Ancestry tree from Switzerland to Germany to the British Colonies 1545-1745

The Canton of Bern lies 220 miles south of Wachenheim.

While that trip today would take under four hours by car, in 1644

it would have taken nearly a week by horse cart or carriage under

normal conditions.
10

The Bernese Stämpfli are a long-established, still numerous

family whose ancestral homes are located in several communities

north and northwest of the capital city of Bern: Bolligen, Vechigen,

Wohlen, Kirchlindach, Meikirch, Schüpfen, Moosseedorf,

Seedorf. Through emigration the family has also been transplanted

to Oberhofen on Lake Thun.
11

Our ancestors lived in bolded villages.

11 https://www.pistillum.de/Genalogie/

10 The average horse walks roughly 4 miles per hour. If you traveled from dawn until dusk, say roughly 12
hours on a summer day that would get you about 48 miles a day on a nice flat even terrain. Doing the
math, that’s roughly five days for 220 miles. This is without stopping for those 12 hours and doesn't
account for rest stops.

https://www.pistillum.de/Genalogie/


In the written history by Dr. Peter Stempel referenced and

footnoted here repeatedly, there is mention of a cousin, Dr. Hans

Zimmerman, who was an avid family researcher. That surname

rang a bell. On the ancestry.com tree we had assembled thus far

there was a Margaret Zimmermann born at Kirchlindach

Bern in 1550 who was married to a Leonhard Stämpfli

(1546-1583) of Schüpfen, the same place her father was born,

clearly an arranged marriage. Kirchlindach is four miles south of

Seedorf, and about an hour’s walk from Schüpfen at a brisk pace.

The family lived in a small rural area ten miles north of the City of Bern

As noted, there were people with the Stämpfli surname in

several Bernese Cantons. Our Bendicht was one of just a few

found during the early 1600’s. One close in age was found at

Moosseedorf and Münchenbuchsee, which you can see are located

just east of Schüpfen. However, there are no congruent

connections to Schüpfen or Seedorf in his line that we could find.

All seven of Leonhard’s children were born at Schüpfen, as were



all six children of Ben’s now presumed parents, Hans Stämpfli

(1580-1640), and Elsbeth Weibel (1593-1643) of Rapperswil.

Additionally, Bendicht’s brother, another Hans,

had two children at Schüpfen, one of them named

Bendicht, likely after his uncle.  Further still,

Bendicht’s brother Hans married Madlena Hofer
12

of Schüpfen, whose sister Margareth married a

fellow named Leinhardt Staempfli of Schüpfen in

1672. Leinhardt’s father was Adam Staempfli and he married a

different Elsbeth Wiebel born in Schüpfen in 1608. There’s a

20-30 year age gap because Hans was 48 when he married 28

year old Madlena. Cousins no doubt. These strong family

connections over generations bolster the contention that

Schüpfen is Bendicht’s birthplace, and that Hans is his father, and

his grandfather is Leonhard. (Note outline of a ram in the Schüpfen wappen)

With Seedorf and Schüpfen just three miles apart,

the inexactitude of Bendhict’s birthplace up to this

point makes sense. The idea posited here is that

Bendicht grew up at Schüpfen, and when he

married he got his own place in Seedorf to raise his

family. The land could have been inherited, given

as a wedding gift or dowry, or purchased with his own money. It’s

quite possible the land parcel was already owned by the family.

The name Schüpfen comes from the Alemannic period and was

first mentioned in 1208 as Scuphon (Schopf, barn). The nobles of

Schüpfen and Schwanden, who provided a number of knights

and clergymen, were well known. The last childless Adrian von

12 https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andreas_Hofer He could be a relative down the line somehow.

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andreas_Hofer


Bubenberg, son of the hero of Murten,
13

sold the property to the

Frienisberg monastery
14

around 1500 and after the Reformation,

most of Schüpfen belonged to the Frienisberg bailiffs 1528 - 1798,

i.e. to Bern.
15

Frienisberg is less than three miles southwest of

Schüpfen and a little over a mile from Seedorf.

A Lienhard Stämpfli was found cited, born at

Schwanden in the late 1400’s. He could be our original

ancestor, one of the nobles of Schwanden, which is just a mile and

a half east of Schüpfen. However, since there is no concrete

record, we have left him off the tree for the time being.

Schüpfen, village from southwest

15 https://www.schuepfen.ch/de/gemeinde/geschichte/index.php (Address of local historian listed)

14 In 1534, the abbey church was demolished. The former convent building was converted into a hospital
in 1533 and it housed the local Bernese bailiff until 1798.

13 Adrian von Bubenberg (1424 1479) was a Bernese knight, military commander & mayor (Schultheiss)
of Bern in 1468-1469, 1473-1474 and 1477-1479. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adrian_von_Bubenberg

https://www.schuepfen.ch/de/gemeinde/geschichte/index.php
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adrian_von_Bubenberg


Bendicht’s wife, Maria Löffel, remains a mystery;

there is nothing known of her beyond the mention of

their marriage in the history. There is a Loeffel /

Löffel family that lived at Werdhof, Lyss, less

than ten miles northwest of Schüpfen. There are a

few similarities that make it plausible this is Maria’s

family. There is a generational familial pattern of similar first

names in both families; Elsbeth, Hans, Bendicht, and Niclaus. Her

surname also appears in Kirchlindach, where the Zimmermanns

lived. She’s a local girl.

In searching for Maria’s lineage we come up against a

common challenge; first names. The names “Maria” and “Anna”

and the equivalent “Johann” and “Hans” are generic designations

for boys and girls and are

interchangeable. It’s

usually the middle name

that the individual and

community uses. Johann

and Maria are no more

distinct than ‘boy’ or ‘girl’.

It is  not uncommon to see

the same person be

identified as Hans Peter in one record and Johann Peter in

another. Often if the name of the child is unknown or unclear, it is

not unusual for it to be recorded as either Maria or Johann. This

can make the research process quite confusing.



The biggest hint that links Maria to

this Werdhof family is the name

Barbli, an uncommon variation of

Barbara.
16

Both Bendicht Stämpfli and

Hans Löffel had daughters named

Barbli. It is also possible Maria is the

child of one of Hans Löffel’s four

siblings. There is one family tree that

names her Maria Elisabeth, which fits

the given names of this Löffel family.

This is likely the closest we will come

to certainty.

Interestingly, the surname Löffel/Loeffel means

spoon-maker. There are two different meanings for ‘spoon’, one

referring to the utensil, and another related to roofing; both are

made of wood.

Loeffler: German and Jewish (Ashkenazic) (Löffler): occupational

name for a maker or seller of spoons from an agent derivative of

Middle High German leffel, löffel

‘spoon’. In the Middle Ages spoons

were normally carved from wood more

rarely from bone or horn. The word

löffel "spoon," also means a "chip," or

"splinter" of wood; and as such, was an

occupational name for someone who

made wooden roof shingles. It was after the 14th century, under

Scandinavian influence, when the word spoon began to acquire its

modern usage as an eating utensil, but it is certainly possible that

16 Image: Saint Barbara in a Landscape, Anonymous 16th Century Swiss



the surname may also have been taken on occupationally by

someone who made or sold wooden spoons.
17

There is no record of their marriage in Seedorf. They could

have married at Lyss, but no record was found there either. They

may have married elsewhere considering the circumstances. If we

accept Maria’s generally assumed birth year as 1615, that makes

her sixteen when she got married in September 1631. Bendicht

was twenty-one. Their first child, Johann Nicolaus Stempel I,

was born the following month in October 1631. However they

came to be in this situation it changed their lives irrevocably.

Taking into account the era and some of the notes in the

church books regarding personal behavior, it is more than

reasonable to assume that this was a

strict Reformed
18

community and the

situation was likely undesirable. There

were probably consequences if that was

the case. The onus would be upon

Bendicht himself as he was the age of

majority, but also upon the Stämpfli

family as a whole. In this time period

women were property, and marriages

were arranged, especially if a dowry or

land is involved. It was business. This

situation, if not planned, most certainly

upset the apple cart, especially since Bendicht is the first born and

likely was poised to take on the family business. Now what?

18 http://history-switzerland.geschichte-schweiz.ch/reformation-switzerland-calvin.html
17 https://www.ancestry.com/name-origin?surname=loeffler

http://history-switzerland.geschichte-schweiz.ch/reformation-switzerland-calvin.html
https://www.ancestry.com/name-origin?surname=loeffler


It’s plausible that as part of the marriage terms hastily

necessitated by the circumstance, the two of them were sent to

another village. Exactly why Seedorf was chosen and by whom is

unknown. There is another Stämpfli branch associated with

Seedorf that we will look at shortly.

Seedorf today, at center is the Reformed Church where the note was made.

Now married and settled in at Seedorf, the couple’s next

four children, born between 1633 and 1643, died in

childbirth or infancy, every two years or so. One can only

imagine what their life in the village was like, and all the suffering

she certainly endured. It couldn’t have been easy. Bendicht’s

father died in 1640 at age 50, and his mother died three years

later in 1643 at age 60. Now neither of them were tethered to the

place beyond their misery and grief. All told, it’s not surprising

Bendicht and Maria decided to leave this tiny village of exile with



high hopes of finding a better life in the Palatinate, a place where

they could start over, no one knowing about their past.

The other Stämpfli: Christian Stämpfli of Seedorf was

admitted to Bern as a carpenter in 1598 and he married a

woman named Zimmermann. One of his in-laws, from the

Bangerter family of Dieterswil (3 miles from Schüpfen) married a

Löffel, has cousins in Lyss and grandchildren in Rapperswil.

We’ve gathered a fair amount of cross connections and

coincidences, but that can be expected for this era and in small

villages where families remain for generations and intermarry.

Everybody is related to everybody somehow within the span of a

few generations and 50 mile radius. However, with all that, there

isn’t enough to tie the two families together directly. Christian was

born in 1565, our Leonard in 1546, and his son Hans in 1580. The

dates don’t line up for him being a sibling or otherwise associated

with Bendicht. Also none of our Stampfli or other families such as

Weibel and Loffel are listed in Historisches Familien Lexikon der



Schweiz cited above with Christian.
19

Cousins is the most probable

relationship.

Christian moved to Bern when he was thirty-three and

unmarried. His parents are unknown. For whatever reason it was

time for him to set up shop in the big city and find himself a wife.

In 1605 he married a local woman,

named Zimmermann
20

, just like our

Leonard did. In so doing he likely

acquired additional resources and

property to build his business,

especially if her father was a carpenter

(zimmerman). Christian was long

gone from Seedorf by the time

Bendicht and Maria moved there in

the fall of 1631. Bendicht would have

already learned his trade/profession,

so perhaps they went to Seedorf because there was an opening or

need for his skills if he was a miller, or to work in the carpenter

shop Christian left thirty years prior if he was a carpenter.

Bendicht’s son, Johann Nicolaus was a carpenter, as was his son.

IMAGE: Portrait of a Man Aged 34, 1524, Unk, Swiss, Basel
21

There are no official records of our branch being naturalized

or becoming citizens like Chrisatian did in Bern. ‘Citizen’ has a

particular meaning in this time period and citizenship in

Switzerland is quite unique in that one was a citizen of the

Canton, not the federation. Fees were paid and allegiances made

to the city and its leaders to gain acceptance into the city. Think of

21 https://www.wga.hu/html_m/m/master/zunk_sw/4portrai.html
20 Of note, the Zimmermans are different families too, Margaret’s father being Eusebius, not Ludwig.
19 http://www.hfls.ch/humo-gen/list.php?tree_id=1&reset=1

https://www.wga.hu/html_m/m/master/zunk_sw/4portrai.html
http://www.hfls.ch/humo-gen/list.php?tree_id=1&reset=1


it like a Chamber of Commerce. They were also expected to take

up arms in defense of the city should the need arise. Rural folks

living in the same village for generations didn’t formalize it the

way a more metropolitan place like Bern did. Often it was only

done when you moved and had business and property interests,

and even then, maybe not. How one was taxed likely played a part

in the decision. Taxation led to the Swiss Peasants War of 1653.

Swiss citizenship is kept on three levels: the nation, the canton, and

the Heimatort, or home community. For most people, citizenship

was inherited and residency was not a

requirement. Thus one or more generations of a

citizen’s descendants may never even have seen

their original home community. A burger and his

descendants remained citizens of their Heimatort

or Heimatgemeinde until one of them applied for

and obtained citizenship in another

town…Because Swiss citizenship was

time-consuming and costly to move, most kept their ancestral

citizenship no matter where they moved.
22

The first official record of one of our Stämpfli ancestors in

Seedorf is the birth of his first born son, Johann Nicolaus Stempel

I in 1631 at Seedorf. Nothing before that other than cousin

Christian. The only other records are the baptismal records for the

dead children, along with the scribbled note.

Other associated identifiers: The only Stämpfli family

wappen (crest/blazon/coat of arms) related to Seedorf is “from

Bern, formerly from Seedorf” which is likely Christian’s family

wappen.

22 https://www.familysearch.org/en/wiki/Switzerland_Naturalization_and_Citizenship

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swiss_peasant_war_of_1653
https://www.familysearch.org/en/wiki/Switzerland_Naturalization_and_Citizenship


“Coat of arms of the Stämpfli family, carpenters, 1598,

from Seedorf (BE). In red, above a green triple mountain,

a golden rammer with two golden stars.The tamper is

the professional tool of the tamper miller. Stämpfli is

the dialectal short form of the name for the

practitioner of this profession.”
23

This is different

from a carpenter. It’s likely that the first person to get a

wappen was a landowner and a miller of some sort.

The graphic wappen associated with the Stämpfli family were

created beginning in the early 1800’s. All of them are unofficial, as

noted in both German and French

languages in the state archive that holds the

catalog of wappen. However, they were

likely attributed designations based on

historical facts, existing wappen, and or oral

history as to what profession or trade was

attributed to each family branch. There is

no Stämpfli wappen for Seedorf only, while

there are two exclusively for Schüpfen. The

‘house sign’ is a house mark, (also Hauszeichen , Hofzeichen ,

Handgemalt), a property mark, later a clan mark, which is

attached to houses, buildings and objects as well as felled wood

for identification.
24

This would indicate that they were land

owning farmers,
25

rather than hired laborers or serfs. Roses are

most commonly associated with love, like the lily, but how they

relate here is unclear. Roses are often placed at the foot of rows of

crops, usually in a vineyard. It’s a mystery why they are included.

25 IMAGE: 17th century, Swiss costumes, Peasants, hand-colored wood engraving,
24 https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hausmarke
23 http://katalog.burgerbib.ch/detail.aspx?ID=225295

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hausmarke
http://katalog.burgerbib.ch/detail.aspx?ID=225295


During the course of the Middle Ages, the rose appeared in Christian

iconography as a symbol, as an invocation of the Mother of God or

as a model for the large Gothic rose windows. In its filled variant,

the rose became a symbol of secrecy and secrecy (“sub rosa dictum”).

The rose is depicted in this context on vault keystones of old

monasteries and town halls as well as on confessional boxes.
26

As for the stars: Unless otherwise stated, the star always appears

with six rays in German-speaking coats of arms , but five-rayed in

Romansh and English-speaking coats of arms.
27

The history of

meanings are numerous, mostly religious. Stars became popular after

the Crusades and may be related to the pilgrim’s journey.

An interesting historical coincidence

regarding wappen and roses: The place in

New York where this writer’s family has lived

for a few generations was originally

nicknamed the “Flour City” because it began

as a mill town on the

Genesee River. The city

was renamed the “Flower City” because of its

abundance of flowers, most especially lilacs

and roses. The place this writer now lives is

known as The Rose City, home of the world’s

largest test rose garden. Uncanny continuity.

The other wappen associated with the

Schüpfen Stämpfli displays a ‘ram’, a tool

used in multiple trades. There appears to have

been a great deal of specialization within the

profession called ‘miller’ (mülle): Oil millers,

27 https://www.heraldik-wiki.de/wiki/Stern_(Heraldik)
26 https://www.heraldik-wiki.de/wiki/Rose_(Heraldik)

https://www.heraldik-wiki.de/wiki/Stern_(Heraldik)
https://www.heraldik-wiki.de/wiki/Rose_(Heraldik)


paper millers, powder millers, grain millers (grinding millers),

grützmüller, hammer millers, cutting millers, water millers,

fulling millers, tamping millers
28

, wind millers, hand millers,

saw millers, stone millers, sand millers.
29

Each part of the milling

process required special skills and expertise, and likely each

family had a speciality that was signified with the different types

of rams and tools. It would seem the family started off as millers

and over time switched to carpenters and school teachers.

Kirchlindach grain fields, a most pleasing view for a miller

There is another bit of detail we want to weave into this story

that may show how they fit together in the grand scheme of

things. Margaret Zimmermann, Bendicht’s grandmother, was

born at nearby Kirchlindach. Recall the word ‘zimmerman’

means carpenter. Basically, his father Leonhard from Schüpfen,

29 https://berufe-dieser-welt.de/die-mueller/

28 The stomping millers work on pearl barley or groats, tanning, fulling, sometimes color, also spice and
oil mills. Hence the small ram, tamper, or pestle seen in wappen in various forms.

https://berufe-dieser-welt.de/die-mueller/


married the carpenter’s daughter, if we take the connection

literally. The region was known for forests and lumber but, in the

17th century, Kirchlindach switched their cash crop to grain. The

millers and the carpenters merged and followed the market.

Unfortunately, millers tended to have a bad reputation and

weren’t the most trusted members of a community. They were a

necessity of survival and many used that to their advantage.

From the Middle Ages to modern times, being a miller was a

dishonest profession. For a variety of reasons, the miller was

despised and feared. Compulsory milling gave the miller and his

ruler a secure source of income, and the farmers usually had to pay

the fixed fees for milling, whether they wanted to or not.
30

Chaucer’s The Miller’s Tale does not paint a flattering picture

either. Whether the Schüpfen Stämpfli fit the characterization is

unknown. It does indicate their status and gives a sense of what

their lives were like within the village and surrounding area.

A miller enjoyed relatively more respectable

status compared to the ordinary peasants and

surfs. He was also relatively well off which

could result in him being targeted during bread

riots and famine which were not uncommon

during early times… Grain must be ground

before it's digestible, and if you try to do it by

hand, you're likely to starve before you get

enough for a loaf of bread, as you would be

spending all your time making flour, rather

than growing grain. A mill on a stream

requires capital investment, such as a dam,

penstock, waterwheel, millhouse and

30 https://levrai.de/themen/windmuehlen/windmuehlen_technik/mueller.htm

https://www.pelister.org/courses/topics/chaucer/miller.pdf
https://levrai.de/themen/windmuehlen/windmuehlen_technik/mueller.htm


millstones. Mills were not common, so in the era before modern roads, a

farmer's wagon trip to the mill to get his grain ground could take several

days. The mill was a hub for farmers, so others opened stores nearby and

became merchants, starting a village. Agriculture was mainly a barter

economy, so the miller's toll was a portion of the grain, which the miller

then sold to the villagers. A miller, with a local monopoly and a customer

who invariably was shopping over at the general store while his grain

was being ground, would naturally be tempted to maximize his profits at

the expense of the uneducated farmer. Given the human propensity for

greed, even honest millers were suspect.
31

End of Part One

Part Two: Destination Wachenheim an der Weinstraße

View of Wachenheim from 1624. Trans: It is praiseworthy to add strength to riches. It

is a great honor to be born of noble blood. But it is beautiful to add strength to wealth.

31 From David Calladine, University Portsmouth, UK. IMAGE: The Miller by Jost Amman, from a sixteenth
century engraving. Swiss artist, 13 June, 1539 - 17 March, 1591.


